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SDN: The Future!
• Rose-colored glasses:  

     Fine-grained, dynamic control of the network 

• Supported by: 

• Flow mod’s based on diverse set of pkt hdr fields 

• Network measurements obtained in milliseconds1 

• Flow mods installed hundreds of times a second2
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1. Rasley, et al. Planck: Millisecond-scale Monitoring and Control for Commodity Networks. SIGCOMM’14.
2. Rostos et al. OFLOPS: An Open Framework for OpenFlow Switch Evaluation. PAM’12.
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Most SDN deployments limited to 

overlays or small production 

environments



SDN: The Future?
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• Significant issues can arise at scale! 

• Flow mod’s based on diverse set of pkt hdr fields 

!

• Network measurements obtained in milliseconds 

• Flow mods installed hundreds of times a second

TCAMs expensive, only few 1,000 rules supported

Consistent network updates are hard!



ingress egress

• Label switching common forwarding mechanism 
(Frame Relay, ATM, MPLS, …) 
!
!
!

• We’ll borrow: 
!

• Label-switched core: fixed-width, exact-match 
lookups map easily into large forwarding tables 

• Opaque labels: not assoc to physical endpoint in n/w

Label Switching to the Rescue!
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Our solution: Shadow MACs
• Opaque forwarding label: Destination MAC address 

• Fast, cheap and large fwd’ing tables already in switch! 

• OpenFlow flow mods on ingress/egress guide onto paths  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ingress egress

MAC  
SRC

MAC  
DST

PORT 
DST ACTION

A B 80 B -> B1 
out: port

A B * B -> B2 
out: port

MAC  
DST ACTION

B1 B1 -> B 
out: port

B2 B2 -> B 
out: port

B2 route

B1 route
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1. Ingress switch assigns  
labels to packets

2. Core fwd’s on labels 3. Egress switch 
rewrites MAC 

address

A

B



Shadow MACs: Rerouting
• Opaque labels: no physical host → preinstall routes 

• Ingress guiding: Changing routes now an atomic action!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ingress egress
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1. Controller preinstalls four routes from A to B, 
each with own shadow MAC address

A

B

Ctlr MAC  
DST ACTION

B1 B1 -> B 
out: port

B2 B2 -> B 
out: port

B3 B3 -> B 
out: port

B4 B4 -> B 
out: port

2. Controller also 
preinstalls rewrite 
rules on egress

B1
B2

B3

B4
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Shadow MACs: Rerouting
• Opaque labels: no physical host → preinstall routes 

• Ingress guiding: Changing routes now an atomic action!  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ingress egress

1. Single flow mod to ingress switch  
switches paths

A B

Ctlr

MAC  
SRC

MAC  
DST

ACTION

A B B -> B3 
out: green

2. Traffic immediately switches  
to green route

B1
B2

B3

B4

MAC  
DST ACTION

B1 B1 -> B 
out: port

B2 B2 -> B 
out: port

B3 B3 -> B 
out: port

B4 B4 -> B 
out: port



Benefits
• Controller guides pkts onto intelligently selected paths 

• Load balancing, link fail-over, route via middleboxes, 
differentiated services, … 

• Decouples network edge from core 

• Consistent n/w updates, fast rerouting, multi-pathing, …  

• Maps fine-grained matching to fixed destination-based rules 

• Pushes TCAM rules to FDB, limits TCAM usage in core 

• Implementable today!
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TCAM Usage
• TCAM usage: 

• Core switches use little/no TCAM rules 

• TCAM rules limited to edges, best case (OVS) uses no TCAM 

• L2 forwarding tables are typically largest tables in switches 

• Scales better (up to 124x more L2 entries than TCAM)  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Broadcom  
Trident

IBM 
Rackswitch

HP 
ProVision

Intel 
FM6000

Mellanox  
SwitchX

TCAM ~4K 1K 1500 24K 0?

L2/Eth ~100K ~124K ~64K 64K 48K

X more 
L2 ~25x ~124x ~42x ~2.6x ∞

10Gbps Ethernet Switch Table Sizes (# entries) [1]
1. B. Stephens, et al. PAST: Scalable ethernet for data centers. CoNEXT, 2012.



Fast, Consistent Updates
• Consistent Route updates: 

• SDN controller can pre-install routes 

• Atomic reroute: single flow-mod at ingress switch 

• Two ways to achieve: 

• MAC address rewriting (OpenFlow) 

• ARP spoof (SDN controller sends GARP response)
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E2E Multi-pathing
• SDN controller can allocate multiple distinct paths 

(shadow MACs) per destination 

• OVS can allocate flows in round-robin fashion 

• Benefits over ECMP 

• True L2 solution (ECMP is L3) 

• More control: per-path, instead of per-hop
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Figure 2: Diamond topology used in testbed experiments.

Figure 3: A CDF of the number of incorrectly routed
packets when rerouting with the Static Flow Pusher in
Floodlight. Our shadow MAC rerouting scheme encoun-
ters zero incorrectly routed packets.

Fast Switch-over: Fast switch-over to alternate routes is
important for reacting to failures or rerouting flows around
congestion. Our API allows SDN applications to pre-install
multiple paths for a given flow, each of which uses a distinct
shadow MAC address. After installation, only one is ac-
tivated (by installing the appropriate ingress rewrite rule or
performing the gratuitous ARP), while the remainder lie dor-
mant until needed. Applications can initiate fast switch-over
to preinstalled backup paths via another API call to activate
a particular backup path. To activate a new path, the SDN
controller need only replace the rewrite rule in the ingress
switch or perform a gratuitous ARP, as appropriate, to cause
subsequent traffic to use the new shadow MAC/path.

4. EVALUATION
In this section, we present two experiments that illustrate

the value of shadow-MAC-based forwarding. We first demon-
strate the importance of consistent route updates and then
compare how fast one can perform network rerouting using
shadow MACs compared to traditional solutions.

Our testbed consists of four IBM RackSwitch G8264 switches
running OpenFlow v1.0. We implement our shadow MAC
framework in a Floodlight [14] controller module that ex-
ports a REST API to install and select routes. Our imple-
mentation consists of about 2000 lines of code.

4.1 Consistent Route Updates
To demonstrate the importance of consistent route updates,

we tested how frequently packets are routed incorrectly on
even a simple topology when routes are changed mid-flow.
Figure 2 shows the topology and routes we evaluated.

In this experiment, a source host sends UDP packets at

Figure 4: A CDF of the time to install a flow mod using
OpenFlow barrier messages.

maximum rate via one of two routes to a destination host
outfitted with one NIC per route. At the start of the exper-
iment, the packets follow Route 1, but midway through the
experiment the forwarding path is changed to use Route 2.
We place destination NICs in promiscuous mode and mea-
sure the number of packets they receive.

We compare two mechanisms to change routes. Shadow
MAC rerouting preinstalls rules for both routes in the non-
ingress switches (sw2, sw3, sw4) and changes routes by send-
ing a single flow mod to the ingress switch (sw1) to change
the shadow MAC rewrite rule. Traditional OpenFlow rerout-
ing uses Floodlight’s Static Flow Pusher (SFP) module to in-
stall the new route by sending individual flow mods to each
switch. In an attempt to minimize instability, SFP performs
flow mod operations in reverse topological order (sw4, sw2,
sw1). However, SFP does not implement OpenFlow barrier
messages, so it is possible for rules to become active in an
inconsistent order due to differences in the time it takes each
switch to process the flow mod or other random events.

We consider a packet to be incorrectly routed if it traverses
part of more than one route, e.g., a packet that traverses
sw2 (Route 2) but is delivered to if1 (Route 1). We mea-
sure the number of incorrectly routed packets by comparing
packet counters on the middle switches (sw2 and sw3) to the
number of packets received at the corresponding destination
interface (if2 and if1, respectively). If |f | be the number
of packets received by network element f , then in the ab-
sence of loss the number of incorrectly routed packets is:
abs(|if2|� |sw2|) = abs(|if1|� |sw3|).

Figure 3 plots a CDF of the number of incorrectly routed
packets per run using SFP over 700 runs. At least one packet
is misrouted in every run. Typically thousands of packets are
misrouted, because any packet queued in the network at the
time of the route change will use the new route as soon as it
reaches a switch with a new rule installed. In a production
environment, this may cause packets to bypass a security fil-
ter or other check. In contrast, shadow MAC rerouting never
misrouted a packet, because packets using Route 1 continue
to use the path associated with the (original) shadow MAC.
Also, shadow MAC rerouting never caused a packet to be
lost, whereas SFP-based rerouting causes packet loss in ~5%
of runs due to the rule for Route 2 becoming active at sw1
before it does at sw2.

4

Testbed Methodology
!

!

• UDP pkts start on Route 1, switch to Route 2 

• Goal: measure # times per-pkt consistency violated, compare: 

• Shadow MAC rerouting 

• Traditional, iterative OpenFlow (order: sw4, sw2, sw1) 

• Uses Static Flow Pusher (barrier msg’s not implemented)
14



Per-Pkt Consistency

• CDF over 700 runs: at least 1 pkt misrouted every time 

• Loss in ~5% of cases 

• ShadowMACs: no inconsistency & no loss!
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Figure 3: A CDF of the number of incorrectly routed
packets when rerouting with the Static Flow Pusher in
Floodlight. Our shadow MAC rerouting scheme encoun-
ters zero incorrectly routed packets.

Fast Switch-over: Fast switch-over to alternate routes is
important for reacting to failures or rerouting flows around
congestion. Our API allows SDN applications to pre-install
multiple paths for a given flow, each of which uses a distinct
shadow MAC address. After installation, only one is ac-
tivated (by installing the appropriate ingress rewrite rule or
performing the gratuitous ARP), while the remainder lie dor-
mant until needed. Applications can initiate fast switch-over
to preinstalled backup paths via another API call to activate
a particular backup path. To activate a new path, the SDN
controller need only replace the rewrite rule in the ingress
switch or perform a gratuitous ARP, as appropriate, to cause
subsequent traffic to use the new shadow MAC/path.

4. EVALUATION
In this section, we present two experiments that illustrate

the value of shadow-MAC-based forwarding. We first demon-
strate the importance of consistent route updates and then
compare how fast one can perform network rerouting using
shadow MACs compared to traditional solutions.

Our testbed consists of four IBM RackSwitch G8264 switches
running OpenFlow v1.0. We implement our shadow MAC
framework in a Floodlight [14] controller module that ex-
ports a REST API to install and select routes. Our imple-
mentation consists of about 2000 lines of code.
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To demonstrate the importance of consistent route updates,

we tested how frequently packets are routed incorrectly on
even a simple topology when routes are changed mid-flow.
Figure 2 shows the topology and routes we evaluated.

In this experiment, a source host sends UDP packets at
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maximum rate via one of two routes to a destination host
outfitted with one NIC per route. At the start of the exper-
iment, the packets follow Route 1, but midway through the
experiment the forwarding path is changed to use Route 2.
We place destination NICs in promiscuous mode and mea-
sure the number of packets they receive.

We compare two mechanisms to change routes. Shadow
MAC rerouting preinstalls rules for both routes in the non-
ingress switches (sw2, sw3, sw4) and changes routes by send-
ing a single flow mod to the ingress switch (sw1) to change
the shadow MAC rewrite rule. Traditional OpenFlow rerout-
ing uses Floodlight’s Static Flow Pusher (SFP) module to in-
stall the new route by sending individual flow mods to each
switch. In an attempt to minimize instability, SFP performs
flow mod operations in reverse topological order (sw4, sw2,
sw1). However, SFP does not implement OpenFlow barrier
messages, so it is possible for rules to become active in an
inconsistent order due to differences in the time it takes each
switch to process the flow mod or other random events.

We consider a packet to be incorrectly routed if it traverses
part of more than one route, e.g., a packet that traverses
sw2 (Route 2) but is delivered to if1 (Route 1). We mea-
sure the number of incorrectly routed packets by comparing
packet counters on the middle switches (sw2 and sw3) to the
number of packets received at the corresponding destination
interface (if2 and if1, respectively). If |f | be the number
of packets received by network element f , then in the ab-
sence of loss the number of incorrectly routed packets is:
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Figure 3 plots a CDF of the number of incorrectly routed
packets per run using SFP over 700 runs. At least one packet
is misrouted in every run. Typically thousands of packets are
misrouted, because any packet queued in the network at the
time of the route change will use the new route as soon as it
reaches a switch with a new rule installed. In a production
environment, this may cause packets to bypass a security fil-
ter or other check. In contrast, shadow MAC rerouting never
misrouted a packet, because packets using Route 1 continue
to use the path associated with the (original) shadow MAC.
Also, shadow MAC rerouting never caused a packet to be
lost, whereas SFP-based rerouting causes packet loss in ~5%
of runs due to the rule for Route 2 becoming active at sw1
before it does at sw2.
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Iterative OpenFlow rerouting

Per-pkt 
consistency 

violated

ShadowMAC rerouting



Iterative Flowmod Overhead

!

!

!

• Iterative schemes pay per-switch overhead 

• Shadow MAC overhead only at single switch 

• 20-40 ms faster than traditional schemes
16
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Figure 5: 50th, 90th, and 99th percentile latency (ms) to
iteratively install rules on a linear chain of switches, as
simulated over 1000 runs. The latency of Shadow MAC
rerouting is equivalent to that of one switch.

4.2 Rerouting Latency
As described above, using shadow MACs allows prein-

stalled routes to be activated using only one flow mod. To
illustrate the impact of this benefit, we measure the latency
to install a flow mod in our testbed. We install flow mods
using OpenFlow barrier messages and measure the latency
between the barrier_request and barrier_reply
at the controller. As seen in Figure 4, median latency is 3.95
ms and worst-case latency is 65 ms.

Mechanisms that install multiple flow mods sequentially
will incur this latency for each hop. Mechanisms that per-
form path updates in parallel experience the worst latency of
any individual flow mod. In contrast, Shadow MAC rerout-
ing only requires a single flow mod. To illustrate the dis-
tinction, we simulate the latency to iteratively install flow
mods along a linear path using barrier messages. In this ex-
periment we vary path length and use the distribution from
Figure 4 to simulate 1000 runs for each path length. Figure 5
presents the resulting 50th, 90th, and 99th percentile latency.
In contrast, the latency of shadow MAC rerouting is inde-
pendent of the path length and equivalent to the latency of
changing one switch. For 5-hop paths, shadow MAC rerout-
ing is between 20-40 ms faster than an iterative scheme.

5. RELATED WORK

Label-switching: Label switching is not new. MPLS [29]
is the newest and most widely used form of label-switching,
but ATM [2], Frame Relay [3], X.25 [6], and Cisco’s propri-
etary tag switching [5] employ similar concepts.

Casado et al. advocate label switching, and in particu-
lar MPLS, as the basis for an SDN network architecture in
which an intelligent edge routes traffic in and out of a label-
switched core [11]. We advocate the same architecture, but
for different reasons. Casado et al. are motivated by simplic-
ity and the ability to establish separate, clean host-network,
operator-network, and packet-switch interfaces. We argue
that label switching enables scalable, fine-grained forward-
ing and consistent network updates.
Mulipathing: Multipathing is common in modern networks,
but current multipathing mechanisms like ECMP [34] and

link aggregation [1, 22] make per-hop decisions. In con-
trast, shadow-MAC-based multipathing allows the network
edge to select among end-to-end paths for each flow, even
between the same two hosts. Selecting complete paths al-
lows better optimization than local per-hop decisions.
Consistent Updates: There is a growing body of work on
performing consistent updates in SDN networks [20, 28].
Our contribution is not a new model for consistent updates,
but rather the demonstration that shadow-MAC-based label
switching can provide per-packet consistency quite easily.
TCAM rule optimization: A large amount of work has
gone in to optimizing TCAM usage in SDN-enabled switches.

CacheFlow [18] proposes using the TCAM only as a cache
for the most frequently used rules, while storing the full set
of each switch’s rules in software. DIFANE [36] partitions
fine-grained rules among a number of switches and directs
misses (via the data plane) to the switch that has the ap-
propriate rule. Other work [17] focuses on calculating an
optimal set of rules that respect a combination of end-point
policy, routing policy, and switch rule capacity.

Inspired by PAST [33], our shadow MAC-based forward-
ing scheme employs non-TCAM rules in the core and a mini-
mal number of TCAM entries in the edge, preferably vSwitch.
Unlike PAST, shadow MACs support flow-grained routing.

Finally, Metamorphosis [9] presents a design for an SDN-
optimized switching ASIC. Like Intel’s FM6000 [26], its de-
sign goal is to provide flexible parsers and heavily-pipelined
exact-match and TCAM tables with far more rule space than
existing switch ASICs. These chips would reduce the need
for shadow MACs to scale SDN, but shadow MACs would
further extend their system design limits.

6. DISCUSSION
This section suggests additional uses for shadow MACs

and discusses how our work integrates with other trends.
Label-switched trees: While we discussed using shadow
MACs to build label-switched paths, they can also be used
to install label-switched, destination-rooted trees. Managing
trees is more efficient than managing a collection of paths.
The result is essentially a version of PAST [33] where each
host can be assigned multiple trees and individual flows can
be assigned to distinct trees at fine grain.
Generic label-switched paths and trees: When installing
label switched paths (or trees), the only endpoint-specific
rules are the ingress and egress rules. Thus, generic paths
can be pre-installed between pairs of switches that are only
made endpoint-specific when the particular ingress and egress
rules are installed. We discussed one use of preinstalled
backup paths in Section 2, but this idea can be extended
to maintain some number of spare, pre-installed alternate
paths (or trees) per switch-pair, rather per-host-pair. Doing
so allows for aggressive pre-installation of alternate paths,
because there is often an order of magnitude fewer edge
switches than hosts.
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Related Work
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• Have we seen this before? 

• Label-switching common 

•   

• Motivated by separate, clean host-network, 
operator-network and packet-switch interfaces 

• MPLS: Little support in switches 

• Consistent route updates [Reitblatt12, Jin14, …]

Fabric: A Retrospective on Evolving SDN
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Nicira
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Abstract

MPLS was an attempt to simplify network hardware while improving
the flexibility of network control. Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) was designed to make further progress along both of these
dimensions. While a significant step forward in some respects, it
was a step backwards in others. In this paper we discuss SDN’s
shortcomings and propose how they can be overcome by adopting
the insight underlying MPLS. We believe this hybrid approach will
enable an era of simple hardware and flexible control.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.5 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Local and Wide-
Area Networks—Internet; C.2.1 [Computer-Communication Net-
works]: Network Architecture and Design

General Terms
Design

Keywords
Network architecture

1 Introduction
The advent of the Internet, and networking more generally, has been
a transformative event, changing our lives along many dimensions:
socially, societally, economically, and technologically. While
the overall architecture is an undeniable success, the state of the
networking industry and the nature of networking infrastructure is a
less inspiring story. It is widely agreed that current networks are too
expensive, too complicated to manage, too prone to vendor-lockin,
and too hard to change. Moreover, this unfortunate state-of-affairs
has remained true for well over a decade. Thus, while much of the
research community has been focusing on “clean-slate” designs of
the overall Internet architecture, a more pressing set of problems
remain in the design of the underlying network infrastructure. That
is, in addition to worrying about the global Internet protocols, the
research community should also devote effort to how one could
improve the infrastructure over which these protocols are deployed.

This infrastructure has two components: (i) the underlying
hardware and (ii) the software that controls the overall behavior
of the network. An ideal network design would involve hardware
that is:
†International Computer Science Institute
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• Simple: The hardware should be inexpensive to build and
operate.

• Vendor-neutral: Users should be able to easily switch
between hardware vendors without forklift upgrades.

• Future-proof: The hardware should, as much as possible,
accommodate future innovation, so users need not upgrade
their hardware unnecessarily.

The ideal software “control plane” coordinating the forwarding
behavior of the underlying hardware must meet a single but broad
criterion:

• Flexible: The software control plane should be structured so
that it can support the wide variety of current requirements
(such isolation, virtualization, traffic engineering, access
control, etc.) and, to the extent possible, be capable of meeting
future requirements as they arise.

Today’s networking infrastructure does not satisfy any of these
goals, which is the cause of significant pain for network operators.
In fact, in terms of impact on user experience, the inadequacies in
these infrastructural aspects are probably more problematic than the
Internet’s architectural deficiencies.

The inability to meet these goals is not for lack of trying:
the community has repeatedly tried new approaches to network
infrastructure. Some of these attempts, such as Active Networking
[22], focused more on flexibility than practicality, while others,
such as ATM [7], had the opposite emphasis; out of a long list of
ephemeral and/or ineffective proposals, by far the most successful
approach has been MPLS [19]. MPLS is now widely deployed
and plays a crucial role in VPN deployment and traffic engineering.
While originally decried by some as an architectural abomination,
we will argue later that MPLS embodies an important insight that
we must incorporate in future network designs.

However, MPLS did not meet all the goals of an ideal network, so
more recently the community has made another attempt at reaching
networking nirvana: Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [10, 13,
14, 17]. There has been a staggering level of hype about SDN, and
some knee-jerk opposition; the shallowness of the discussion (which
occurs mostly in trade magazines and blogs) has largely overlooked
SDN’s more fundamental limitations.

In this paper we discuss these limitations and explain how SDN,
by itself, would fall short of the goals listed above. We then describe
how we might create a better form of SDN by retrospectively
leveraging the insights underlying MPLS. While OpenFlow has been
used to build MPLS LSRs [12], we propose drawing architectural
lessons from MPLS that apply to SDN more broadly. This modified
approach to SDN revolves around the idea of network fabrics1 which
introduces a new modularity in networking that we feel is necessary
1We use this term in a general sense of a contiguous and coherently
controlled portion of the network infrastructure, and do not limit its
meaning to current commercial fabric offerings.
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Summary
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• SDN networks have issues at scale 

• Dynamic, fine-grained control of the network is challenging 

• Label-switching using Shadow MACs is promising 

• Flexible edge steers traffic via OVS 

• Opaque labels (destination MAC) allow pre-installation of routes 

• Very practical: DMAC tables are widespread, large and fast 

• Shadow MACs is a flexible architecture  

• Enable fast, atomic route updates, straight-forward mechanisms to 
implement multi-path, differentiated services, load-balancing, etc
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